**COMPASSION IN ACTION REPORT**

**SHELTER & HOUSING**

**DECEMBER 2023** **TOTAL UNDUPLICATED SERVED: 3,897**

- **GENDER**
  - Male: 2,740
  - Female: 1,136
  - Gender Diverse: 21
  - Total: 3,897

- **AGE**
  - Under 17: 200
  - TAY - 18 to 24: 176
  - 25 - 54: 2,042
  - 55+: 1,479
  - Total: 3,897

**3,897** UNDUPLICATED CLIENTS SERVED IN DECEMBER

**28,026** SHELTER BED NIGHTS (INCLUDING INCLEMENT WEATHER SHELTER)

**9** EXITS TO TEMPORARY HOUSING

**18** EXITS TO PERMANENT HOUSING

**2,901 / 315** DAY CENTER (TOTAL SERVED/NEW ENROLLMENTS)

---

**SHELTER & HOUSING**

**YEAR-TO-DATE 2023 (JAN-DEC)** **TOTAL UNDUPLICATED SERVED: 12,952**

- **GENDER**
  - Male: 8,808
  - Female: 4,059
  - Gender Diverse: 85
  - Total: 12,952

- **AGE**
  - Under 17: 1,051
  - TAY - 18 to 24: 821
  - 25 - 54: 7,033
  - 55+: 4,047
  - Total: 12,952

**12,952** UNDUPLICATED CLIENTS SERVED YTD

**366,805** SHELTER BED NIGHTS (INCLUDING INCLEMENT WEATHER SHELTER)

**417** EXITS TO TEMPORARY HOUSING

**431** EXITS TO PERMANENT HOUSING

**6,364 / 3,602** DAY CENTER (TOTAL SERVED/NEW ENROLLMENTS)
COMPASSION IN ACTION REPORT

VILLAGE HEALTH CENTER - # OF ENCOUNTERS

DECEMBER 2023 TOTAL UNDUPLICATED SERVED: 1,003

- # of encounters Street Health: 249
- # of encounters Dentistry: 176
- # of encounters MHS*: 249
- # of encounters TRS**: 277
- # of encounters Psychiatry: 122
- # of encounters Medical: 1,117

TOTAL CLIENT ENCOUNTERS: 2,190

*Mental Health Services **Transformative Recovery Services

Source: FJV Village Health Center Database

VILLAGE HEALTH CENTER - # OF ENCOUNTERS

2023 YEAR-TO-DATE (JAN-DEC) TOTAL UNDUPLICATED SERVED: 3,469

- # of encounters Street Health: 2,180
- # of encounters Dentistry: 1,791
- # of encounters MHS*: 3,507
- # of encounters TRS**: 2,106
- # of encounters Psychiatry: 1,594
- # of encounters Medical: 11,569

TOTAL CLIENT ENCOUNTERS: 22,747

*Mental Health Services **Transformative Recovery Services

Source: FJV Village Health Center Database